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WATER BASED SPRAY FOR TRACING 

 

IDRO SPRAY is an acrylic, water based spray, suitable to trace, mark or delimit spaces, areas and 

hallways in the construction sites. Suitable for both vertical and horizontal walls. Ideal for internal or 
external surfaces  like bitumen, asphalt, tiles, headstones, pilings, plastering, marbles, stone, masonry, wood, 
cement, plasterworks, foam, and generally for the materials particularly sensitive to the traditional solvents.  
The dry process of the product takes a few minutes. The product turns into its grid solid structure after 24 
h. 
The product, even when dry, can be painted over. 
 
IDRO SPRAY is free of the typical products used for solvent based varnishes. 
IDRO SPRAY odour, absent and characteristic, is totally different form the solvent based varnishes one.  
Upon request the product is also available in a spray can version with non flammable propellant.  
 
It's easy to be removed. If the product is still humid it's enough to pass a dry cloth and/or dampened with 
water. If the product is already dry is needed a cloth damped with water, eventually with a detergent to be 
wiped on the part to be removed. To speed up the removal procedure the use of acetone and/or a nitro 
thinner is suggested.  
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 
Shake well before use. Clean the surface to be marked and spray from a distance of 10-15 cm with a fast and 
even movement. Do not insist by spraying a single part to avoid the excessive build-up of the product. Turn 
the cylinder upside down after the use and slightly push the valve to clean it.   
It's advisable to try the product on a paperboard to become familiar with IDRO SPRAY. 
To avoid the formation of foam (that anyway immediately disappears) it's important to make light coats and 
to respect the application distance.  
 
TECHNICAL CHARACTRERISTICS  
Net content   400 ml 
Look Cylinder containing liquid under pressure  
Colour several, available in four colours:  black, red, blue, yellow and white upon request 
Odour Odourless 
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PACKAGING: 
Packaging of 12 pieces 400 ml spray can available in the following colours: black, red, blue. Yellow and 
white upon request. 
 
Cod. VIDROSP400NE IDRO SPRAY Black colour tracer.  
Cod. VIDROSP 400RO IDRO SPRAY Red colour tracer.  
Cod. VIDROSP 400BL IDRO SPRAY Blue colour tracer.  
Cod. VIDROSP 400GL IDRO SPRAY Yellow colour tracer.  
Cod. VIDROSP 400BN IDRO SPRAY White colour tracer.  
 
 
 
Eventually make a test on a hidden corner to verify the total compatibility of the product with the surface 
on which it will be applied.  
 
The vandal use of the product implies heavy sanctions.  
Product for professional use. 
Keep out of reach of children.   
 
The present information, even if reliable, have to be considered as indicative. Their use doesn't imply any responsibility from our 
side including the violation of eventual patents or licenses. It's the user responsibility to previously verify the suitability of the 
product for a specific use.  

 
 


